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Chaplin, Mary & Douglas

DOUGLAS
FAiRBANKS
FiRST KiNG OF HOLLYWOOD
When The Guardian reviewed Tracey
Goessel's book The First King of Hollywood –
The Life of Douglas Fairbanks it quite rightly
insisted that “it's time for a reappraisal of
the movie star who swash buckled in Zorro,
dueled exuberantly in Robin Hood and soared
magnificently in The Thief of Bagdad”. Clara
and Julia Kuperberg, having celebrated in The
Women Who Run Hollywood the power and
creative energy brought by women to the
“Golden Age” of the cinema, now turn their
investigative eye to the dashing, dazzling and
debonair Douglas Fairbanks, the “First King
of Hollywood”. His life story unfolds with
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American history and the emergence of the
film industry as backdrop. His films crossed
all borders. His physique and style made him
the perfect American icon. At a time when
the country did not have any self-doubt, he
represented America like no one else: strong,
confident, heroic, smiling and conquering. He
was “Everybody's Hero”. Fairbanks also became
one of Hollywood's founding fathers. In 1919
together with his best friend, Charlie Chaplin,
his bride-to-be Mary Pickford, and director
DW Griffith, he started the United Artists
Studio which is still a Hollywood player today.
In 1927, Fairbanks was a founding member
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences. As the host of its first prize giving
ceremony in 1929, he handed out 14 awards
to his peers, but he never received an Oscar
himself during his lifetime. Also in 1929 he was
involved in the establishment of the School of
Cinematic Arts at the University of Southern
California thereby creating one of the first
faculties for film studies. His opening lecture
was devoted to photoplay appreciation. During
his marriage to Mary Pickford, “America's
Sweetheart” the couple dominated the
headlines and turned the scrubland of Beverly
Hills, inhabited by coyotes and snakes, into the
poshest place in town.

Douglas and Mary

With unlimited access to his legacy on film
Clara and Julia Kuperberg will tell the life of
Douglas Fairbanks in a first person narration,
drawing on film clips and newsreel footage to
show that he invented a style that would be
emulated for decades. No Superman without
a Fairbanks signature pose, no Batman without
The Mark of Zorro, no Mickey Mouse without
Fairbanks and Chaplin as Walt Disney once
admitted. He was even thinking of Fairbanks
when he was creating Prince Charming in
Snow White. Today, when Johnny Depp plays
his role in Pirates of the Caribbean, or Jean
Dujardin in The Artist, the actor they are paying
tribute to is Douglas Fairbanks, like generations
of stars before them.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD
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Martyrs, St Paul's Cathedral

foxy film productions
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BiLL ViOLA THE ROAD TO ST PAUL'S
Bill Viola is most likely the best
known and most popular video
artist of our time. Indeed, as
Nicholas Serota reminds us,
his work is equal or replaces
the paintings of an earlier age.
Filmmaker Gerald Fox with a
lot of South Bank Shows to his
credit is delivering here the
most intimate look at an artist
and his way of creation.

Bill Viola and his wife, Kira Perov
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Viola was commissioned in 2004 by St.
Paul's Cathedral two permanent installations
with the subjects of Mary and Martyrs. John
Moses, the Dean of St. Paul's had seen Viola's
The Passions at the National Gallery and
thought this commission would provide an
added attraction to his church. His comment
was: “For a painting you stop 15 seconds and
move on, Bill's work is a contemporary idiom
which asks you to stop and engage with it.” He
also voiced, that Bill's new work might create
“possibly a greater deal of involvement than the
traditional forms”. We travel with Bill's team
to Ojai, California, where filming for Mary
with Alessia Patregnani (Mary) and Deborah
Puette (Elisabeth) is under way. Viola's wife
and collaborator, Kira Pesov, describes Bill's
work as follows: “Everything for me comes from
the soul, from the spirit and that's the origin of
it all. The external world is just the backdrop. The
human soul is where he wants to be with his
camera”. While we watch how Viola's vision is
transformed into pictures Gerald Fox provides
ample cross references in showing related
earlier work. In 2011 we see a mock-up in
situ and get a first feeling how all of this will
work. Next we watch the filming of The Pietà
and in 2013 we follow Bill Vioila and his team
to Los Angeles, where he is working on the
Martyrs, in particular with Norman Scott.
We also witness the painstaking process of
choosing the right shots for the final work at

Viola's studio in Signal Hill, California. When
the two installations are finally put in place we
experience an artist totally overwhelmed by
the power of what he has created: Nicholas
Serota sums it up as follows: “To bring a work
of this quality into this great Cathedral adds
a dimension to the cathedral, but it also adds
a dimension to the work. You are immediately
reminded of all the great works of art which
deal with these themes and you think yourself
in the great cathedrals of Europe”. Major other
works of Bill Viola in this documentary are The
Passing (1991), Nantes Triptych (1992), Heaven
and Earth (1992), The Crossing (1996), The
Messenger (1996), The Quintet of the Astonished
(2000), Catherine's Room (2001), Emergence
from “The Passions” (2002), Passage into Night
(2005), The Raft (2004), Ocean Without a Shore
(2007) and Inverted Birth (2014).

directed by Gerald Fox
produced by Foxy Film Production
running time 58' Shot in HD
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4 foxy film productions

Free to Frolic, 2015 at Kistefos Sculpture Park in Norway

PHiLLiP KiNG
SCULPTiNG iN COLOUR
A student of Anthony Caro
and an assistant to Henry
Moore, Phillip King, born
in Tunis in 1934, is still
very present this year with
a solo exhibition at Galerie
Lelong in Paris.

And the Birds began to Sing, 1964

directed by Gerald Fox
produced by Foxy Film Production
running time 60' Shot in HD
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He represented Britain at the Venice Biennale
in 1968 and was President of the Royal
Academy from 1999 to 2004. Gerald Fox visits
the sculptor's studio and lets the artist share
his thoughts with us while working on new
pieces. We follow him to the Thomas Dane
Gallery in London where we experience the
installation of a show, while King muses about
problems of the creative process: “it's all about
balance really”. An outdoor exhibition at the
Ranelagh Gardens in Chelsea acquaints us
with larger pieces of the artist who compares
a monumental sculptor of his with “outdoor
painting”. Time and again King tries to release
his pieces from gravity, to cope with gravity,
to play with it, to go with it or go against it as
he says, working within opposites. During the
installation of major works like Genghis Khan
(1963), Blue Blaze (1966) and Rosbud (1962)
at Tate Britain Nick Serota, director of the Tate,
assesses the importance of Phillip King for the
history of sculpture.
The human touch is not missing either.
Gerald Fox takes us on a visit to the artist's
home where he is busy preparing orange
marmalade with his wife Judy Corbalis.
The film ends with the creation of a new
outdoor piece for the Kistefos Museum in
Norway. We watch the artist working on a
model, visit the site and watch how a major
piece is put into place. Here we experience
first-hand King's idea of “extending the dialogue
you can have with a work by the use of colour”.

Genghis Kahn

Dunstable Reel, 1970
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adamis productions

Humphrey Bogart & Lauren Bacall

ICONiC
COUPLES
France is the one country with a true feature
film culture, film being called the 7th Art. No
wonder that Orange Cinema programmes
cycles of great films and commissions
documentaries to go with them. One of their
latest ideas was Iconic Couples which turned
into a mini-series of six of Hollywood's most
attractive couples with lots of never before
seen footage and plenty of film clips, a dream
for any scheduler:
Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor
Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy
Jean Harlow and William Powell
Clark Gable and Carole Lombard
Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall
All produced by Adamis Production in Paris,
mostly in English or with English subtitles.

Richard Burton
& Elizabeth Taylor

Filmmaker Bertrand Tessier digs deep into the
past of both “monsters” to make us understand
how they interacted during the tempestuous
relationship which lasted from 1963 until
Burton's death in August 1984. Clips of films
that made both of them famous and of those
in which they acted out their passions on
screen together like Cleopatra, The Comedian,
Who´s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? or The Sandpiper
make us understand what “screen presence”
really means.

Katharine Hepburn
& Spencer Tracy

The story of Kathrine Hepburn, renowned for
her eccentricity and dynamism, and Spencer
Tracy, the eternally depressed and melancholic
secondary star and Hollywood product,
proves once again that reality sometimes goes
beyond fiction. They loved each other for
22 years, mostly in secret, sometimes using
Cukor's guest house for happy moments. They
shared the cover of 9 films, including Woman
of the Year and Adam's Rib. Clips of Hepburn's
greatest successes, including The African Queen,
and Tracy's Trial at Nuremberg let us follow
their evolution on screen.

Jean Harlow
& William Powell

Jean Harlow, nicknamed “Blonde Bombshell”
and the “Platinum Blonde” was the first star
of that hair colour in the history of cinema,
a mixture of sensuality and innocence that
predates Marilyn Monroe. In William Powell,
who had graduated from the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts and successfully
played Broadway before he came to
Hollywood, she found a father figure and
would have settled for a family live if it were
not for MGM opposing marriage and her
untimely death.

Clark Gable
& Carole Lombard

Clark Gable remains the seductive type: manly,
robust, dark, but also reassuring and protective.
His name is forever associated with Rhett
Butler in Gone with the Wind. But very few
people know how he got to stardom. Carole
Lombard was the queen of American comedy.
To her flamboyant beauty she added a scathing
humor and an unbridled fantasy. They first met
on the set of No Man of Her Own. When they
fell in love and married they embodied the
ideal couple in the eyes of the whole world.
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Barbara Stanwyck
& Robert Taylor

On May 14th, 1939, the Hollywood press is
going crazy. Barbara Stanwyck, the one-time
highest paid woman in Hollywood, has just
married new-comer Robert Taylor. Stanwyck
having earned her fame the hard way as a
chorus girl on Broadway, then starring in The
Noose and Burlesque came to Hollywood with
the talkies. Her biggest role in Double Indemnity
is yet to come. Filmmaker Anne Cécile Genre
tells us how orphaned Ruby turns into Barbara
Stanwyck and how Robert Taylor first appears
in Broadway Melody. Although divorced in 1950
they co-starred in The Night Walker before
Barbary Stanwyck became a true household
name with her television series The Big Valley.

Humphrey Bogart
& Lauren Bacall

With his raincoat and fedora, Humphrey
Bogart epitomizes the film noir. Acting on
Broadway and moving to Hollywood after
Black Friday he has a first success in the
adaptation of The Petrified Forest, a play by
Robert E. Sherwood, which Bogart already had
appeared in on Broadway. His breakthrough
comes with High Sierra and The Maltese Falcon
followed by Casablanca. The American Film
Institute should later rate him as the “greatest
male star of Classic American Cinema”. In 1944
Howard Hawks cast him in To Have and Have
Not. He plays opposite a teenage fashion
model which had made it to the cover of
Harper's Bazaar a year before and thereby
attracted the attention of the director who
had taken her under his wings. The chemistry
between the 44 year old Bogart and the 19
year old Bacall works instantaneously. They
fall in love and remain an iconic couple until
Bogart's death.

Bertrand Tessier
& Anne Cécile
produced by Adamis Productions
running time 6 x 52' Shot in HD
directed by

Richard Burton & Elizabeth Taylor
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capriol films

Max Rostal © Lotte Meitner-Graf

I have for some years
been fascinated by the
profound influence that the
immigrants fleeing from
Nazi Germany and latterly
Austria in the thirties had
on the arts, sciences and
business of the United
Kingdom.
Daniel Snowman’s fine book; The Hitler
Émigrés’, which is a significant influence on the
genesis of this film, explains in detail how a
generation of disenfranchised and frightened
people - mainly, but not exclusively Jews,
re-energised serious thinking and creativity in
Britain to the extent that their legacy exists to
this day.
Lotte Meitner-Graf ’s escape from Vienna
in 1938 after the Anschluss mirrored the
experience of many of her compatriots and
subsequent subjects. She settled in London
and after the war opened a photographic
studio at 23 Bond Street, which over the years

Lucie Rie © Lotte Meitner-Graf

Karl Popper © Lotte Meitner-Graf

THROUGH
LOTTE'S
LENS
until her death in 1973 opened its doors to a
who’s who of British - and émigré celebrities,
(and I mean celebrities, not people who yearn
for ‘celebrity’!) Lotte photographed pretty well
every classical music star between 1940 and
1973 and some will be important in this film.
But it’s the bigger device of Lotte’s lens, which
is so exciting.
We are going to reproduce Lotte’s studio,
based on advice and recollection from several
people who knew her well, including her
lawyer for the last ten years of her life; Malcolm
Farrer-Brown and one of her assistants; Lynda
Sullivan. From this base, we will explore
the extraordinary lives of extraordinary
immigrants, many of who were initially interned
as ‘enemy aliens’ on the Isle of Man. From this
studio set we are going to explore the many
people that Lotte photographed who made
such an extraordinary difference to all aspects
of post war life in Britain.
We will re-enact the various stages of
celluloid photography, which will then be the
portal that takes us on journeys of discovery;
through interviews, film portraiture and special
effects. For example, we might see Lotte take
a print out of the stop bath, which will be
revealed as the portrait of Walter Gropius,
founder of the Bauhaus - then we will travel to
Dartington Hall to visit the barn that Gropius
turned into a cinema in the mid thirties. Or
we will hear the Amadeus String Quartet
accompanying their photograph and mix
to the internment camp on the Isle of Man,
where the three Austrian émigrés first met
before Martin Lovett joined them whilst they
were being coached by the great Max Rostal.
Whilst in the Isle of Man, we will explore
the life and work of Hans Gal, another
internee whose significance as a major
composer of the period has only recently
emerged. And the inimitable Humphrey
Burton will tell us about working with internee
Hans Keller at the BBC and the great lieder
performances of Ilse Wolf with pianists Paul

Hamburger and Martin Isepp.
But this film will be no generalised
celebration of a lot of clever people - it will
be entertaining. We will include performance
elements such as a recreation of the Laterndl
Theatre club of the forties, where Viennese
actors introduced Londoners to political
cabaret and the Czech actor Martin Miller gave
his wicked and hilarious Hitler ‘speeches’.
We will explore the work of the émigré
composers such as Gal and Peter Gellhorn by
filming new performances of their work - and
enjoying excerpts from Gal’s witty take on his
experience as an Isle of Man internee; What
a life.
My intention is that the film will have
an epilogue, where we will point out that
there are still refugees, in fear for their lives,
fleeing terrible regimes. These refugees - or
émigrés are mainly ordinary people looking
for a better, safer life, but as with the Hitler
émigrés there is always the potential for
them to add enormously to the culture and
economy of their host country. But I want to
illustrate this in a much more abstract way
than conventional footage of escapees - I am
looking for art installations, paintings, sculptures
to illustrate the deepest sense of what being in
a flight, not a fight, for one’s life. I am confident
we can play the film out with potent music
and images that will not only complete the
story, but also bring it up to date.
This is a strongly emotive and entertaining
project, which will play equally well in the
Art Houses and on arts television. The story
needs to be told, but needs to be told in a
novel and engaging manner by a company
such as Capriol Films - we have the contacts,
the access and most importantly - the passion.
Tony Britten

directed by Tony Britten
produced by Capriol Films
running time 90' Shot in HD

E.H. Gombrich © Lotte Meitner-Graf
Images courtesy of The Lotte Meitner-Graf Archive
www.lottemeitnergraf.com
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Lorenzo deStefano
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Rachel Flowers

HEARiNG
iS BELiEViNG

Lorenzo DeStefano once said "Throughout
my career as a photographer, film editor,
playwright, author and documentary filmmaker
I have always approached the world around me
with what I believe to be a distinct and highly
inquisitive point of view“. We had worked
together many years ago when Lorenzo
discovered the completely forgotten jazz
guitarist Talmage Farlow and the Cuban Los
Zafiros followed by years of silence. It now

Lorenzo DeStefano

and composer born in 1993, fifteen weeks
prematurely, losing her eyesight as an infant
due to Rinopathy of Prematurity. Rachel began
to play the piano at the age of two, endowed
with perfect pitch, and became a student of
the Southern California University of Music
at four. There she also learnt to play the flute,
mastered the Braille Music Code and made
herself familiar with adaptive computer music
applications. She is best known for her YouTube
videos featuring her interpretations of music by
Emerson, Lake & Palmer performed as a solo
artist on the piano and organ. Lorenzo was so
impressed that he followed her for two years
in order to shoot an amazing documentary
showing Rachel performing at various venues,
playing Las Vegas, demonstrating her gift in
schools and composing and playing her own
music with a symphony orchestra. In July of
this year she featured at the Tribute to Keith
Emerson in Birmingham.

Rachel Flowers &
Lorenzo DeStefano

Rachel Flowers

turns out that Lorenzo wrote and directed
many plays and worked on the Inman Diaries
from which he extracted amongst other work
the play Camera Obscura which saw the light
of day under the direction of Jonathan Miller at
the Almeida Theatre in London. Lorenzo also
founded The Ventura Film Society in Ventura,
California, an alternative cinema cooperative
whose mission it is to bring people together
in the dark. No filmmaking for a while until
he saw Rachel Flowers perform at a local jazz
club. She is a multi-talented instrumentalist

October - December 2017

produced & directed by

Lorenzo DeStefano
running time 104' or 58' Shot in HD
This would work very well with Braille Music
made by Michael House.
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Who Has Stolen the Boléro
by Maurice Ravel?
One of the world's most popular classical
pieces of Music, Ravel's Boléro, finally came out
of copyright on May 1st, 2016. Having been
played somewhere in the world every 15
minutes Ravel's music meant big business. But
where did all the money go? Fabien CauxLahalle's documentary has all the attributes of
a true thriller. But let us begin at the beginning:
Ida Rubinstein, was a dancer and actress,
member of Diaghilev's Ballets Russes from
1909 until 1911, when she created her own
company. Having inherited one of Russia's
vast fortunes she commissioned work suitable
for her own appearances and hired the Paris
Opera a couple of times per year in order to
stage her performances. In 1928 she wanted
something with Spanish flair and turned
to Ravel who had just come back from a
triumphant tour in the US. Time was short
and Ravel was thinking of orchestrating Iberia
by Albéniz. Unfortunately those rights were
already bespoke. Pianist Arthur Rubinstein,
no relative to Ida, hummed a few notes and
Ravel got started. The première took place
on November 22nd, 1928 and the piece was
an immediate success. Ravel's publisher René
Dommange at Editions Durand bought out
the music for 20,000 Francs, a large amount at
the time. In Hollywood Paramount acquired
the rights to use the music in a film starring
George Raft and Carol Lombard. The Boléro
became known world-wide. When Maurice
Ravel passed away in 1937, unmarried and
childless, the composer left everything to
his brother Edouard, who converted the
composer's home Belvedère into a Ravel
museum. In 1954 Edouard and his wife were
involved in a terrible car crash. In need of
constant help they hired Jeanne Taverne, a 48
year old nurse and her husband Alexandre,
who acted as their chauffeur. Two years later
Edouard's wife died and the Tavernes moved
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in and soon bought the house from Edouard
with the money they got from where? In
1957 Edouard made one of his rare public
appearances attending a Gala at the Paris
Opera to commemorate the 20th anniversary
of his brother's death. There he announced his
intention to donate 80% of the composer's
rights to the City of Paris in order to endow a
Nobel Prize for music. Back home, for reasons
we will never know but that can be guessed,
he changed his mind and made Jeanne Taverne
his sole inheritor. Edouard passed away in
1960. Unfortunately for her Jeanne Taverne
had not much time to enjoy the considerable
fortune - 250 Million Francs alone in 1963 before she passed away in 1964. Alexandre
inherited everything from his wife before a
legal battle got started by Ravel's relatives in
Switzerland. Jean-Jacques Lemoine, legal head
of the French Collecting Society froze further
funds until the Supreme Court confirmed
Alexandre Taverne as rightful inheritor.
Lemoine then left SACEM abruptly to set
up a law practice with Taverne his first client.
Together they attacked publisher Dommange
and extorted a percentage of the recording
rights which was vested in A.R.I.M.A. domiciled
in various tax havens. Dommange, a Vichy
collaborator, gave up and sold his company to
newcomer Jean-Manuel Mobillon de Scarano,
who lobbying French Parliament and the then
Minister of Culture, Jack Lang, succeeded in
having the copyright extended from 50 to 70
years after the French had already decided
on an extension because of the war years.
His now much more valuable publishing
company was bought up by Bertelsmann. In
the meantime Alexandre Taverne had assigned
rights - nobody knows to which extent - to
A.R.I.M.A. run by Lemoine and now situated
in Monte Carlo. Nobody knows, where the
monies collected by SACEM during the

Jeanne Taverne

German occupation and allegedly, as all Jewish
assets, parked in a separate account, and the
sums pocketed until May 2016 by Taverne and
Lemoine, have disappeared to.
Filmmaker Fabien Caux-Lahalle underpins
this fascinating story with clips of the Boléro
in various guises from Benny Goodman's
big band version to a DJ remix, from Frank
Zappa to Ruth Page's ballet, from a foxtrot
to a Mexican polka. Contributors include
rare footage with Alexandre Taverne, Arthur
Rubinstein, Manuel Rosenthal, Claude Lelouche,
who paid over the odds to use the music in
his film Les uns et les autres, Jack Lang, Senator
Alain Richard and Maître André Schmidt,
well known to most of us as he oversees the
Prokofiev inheritance in France.

directed by Fabien Caux-Lahalle
produced by 18ème District
running time 52' Shot in HD
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818ème district
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studio du jour prochain

EVGENY
NiKiTiN

A Rocking Baritone
Hooligan at the age
of 20, world famous
lyrical artist at the age
of 40, Evgeny Nikitin
has gone a long way
since his early years.

Born in Murmansk, in the North of Russia,
Evgeny Nikitin became a young offender in his
late teens and eventually went to jail where he
stayed for several months.
Once out, he studied singing at the SaintPetersburg conservatory and then was hired
by the Mariinsky Theatre, where he had a
lightning start as a bass-baritone singer.
Besides being a lyrical artist, Nikitin is also
a heavy metal singer, and his body is entirely
covered with tattoos. Obviously, he is not
the archetype of the classical performer.
Yet he sings the greatest parts of the opera
repertoire on stages all over the world and
particularly stands out in German operas,
which has led him to be invited regularly to
perform in German-speaking countries, a rare
privilege for a Russian singer.
Known for his charisma and his dramatic
intensity when performing, Nikitin had a career
path without fail until 2012, when he was
expelled from the Bayreuth Festival after some
of his old tattoos looking like Nazi symbols
were disclosed on a video. Shaken by this
scandal which happened at the very moment
when he thought he was going to reach the
crowning achievement of his career, Nikitin
went through a personal crisis for several
months during which he remained silent.
Supported by the opera houses where he was
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scheduled to perform, none of which cancelled
his participation, he has since then resumed
working with determination. During one of his
frequent stage appearances at the Bayerische
Staatsoper, Munich, Nikolaus Bachler, Director
General, explains how Nikitin became the
victim of a journalistic attack on Bayreuth and
confirms his determination to employ Nikitin
where ever possible.

We follow Nikitin interpreting Klingsor
(Parsifal) and Telramund (Lohengrin) at the
Bayerische Staatsoper and hear him being
complimented for his perfect German
pronunciation during an improvised signing
session. We also hear that Nikitin lost his
grandfather in the last days of WW II but
that Nikitin bears no grudge against postwar Germany considering German culture a
cornerstone of the European civilization.
Back in St. Petersburg Nikitin relaxes as
drummer in his heavy metal band, works with
his friend Vitali Borisov in a dubbing studio on
tracks recorded with the group Archaic Silence
which they founded together.

We also assist rehearsals and performances
of Boris Godunov which give us an idea of the
many facets of the actor Nikitin, who appears
in the legendary stage version of Mussorgsky's
opera by Tarkovsky as well as in the radically
modern staging of Graham Vick. Another
success at the Mariinsky is his interpretation of
Don Giovanni.
While Nikitin is in New York for his
appearance as Kurwenal in Wagner's Tristan
and Isolde at the Met we follow him to
Brooklyn where he stays with his friend Pavel
who is organist at a local church. Here we
watch Nikitin improvise on the piano while his
friend Pavel plays the violin.
The documentary ends with a performance
of Tosca in St. Petersburg. Nikitin fears having
lost his voice in the 2nd Act singing Scarpia,
but his family and his doctor assure him to
the contrary. They say with this foray into the
Italian repertoire Evgeny Nikitin is on the best
way to become a complete singer.

directed by Bertrand Normand
produced by Studio du Jour Prochain
running time 52' Shot in HD
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senso films

Márta & György Kurtág

Judit & György Kurtág

Three Generations of Kurtág
Music and Pictures
György Kurtág, a Hungarian composer
of Romanian birth, was first influenced by
the piano music of Bartók when studying in
Budapest. Later he attended composition
classes by Milhaud and Messiaen in Paris and
discovered the Second Viennese School during
concerts of the Domaine Musical. Kurtág
soon felt drawn to the music of Webern with
whom he shares the small-scale structure and
the expressivity controlled by an impeccable
technique. Like Webern's his output is small.
When Pierre Boulez invited him to work
at IRCAM in 1981 his international career
took off. He met Márta, a pianist, at the Franz
Liszt Academy in 1946. Today the couple
commutes between Bordeaux and Budapest.
They also appear as a celebrated piano duo
playing Játékok - Games and Transcriptions” ,
music by Kurtág and Bach. Past ninety Kurtág
is struggling to finish his first opera based
on Beckett's End Game. Filmmaker Maryline
Charrier's intimate knowledge of the Kurtágs
and long standing relationship with them
makes this documentary also a piece for
times to come. She succeeded with the help
of Kurtág's granddaughter Judit, a well known

video artist, to follow the creative process
breathtakingly closely. Judit even fastened a
GoPro camera to her grandfather's forehead
and installed sound equipment close to his
piano when he was composing. As the new
opera is scheduled to be premièred at La
Scala, we also meet Alexander Pereira, who
commissioned the piece, and Pierre Audi who
will be staging it. We attend rehearsals with
Hillary Summers (Neil), Leigh Melrose (Clov)
and Frode Olsen (Hamm) and thereby gain
first knowledge of what the opera will sound
like.
Judit's father György Jr. is also a composer,
improviser, creator of multi-media instruments
providing Judit with music for her videos
of which we see a representative selection.
Kurtág's son is currently working at the
SCRIME (Studio de Création et de Recherche
en informatique et musique électroacoustique),
University of Bordeaux. We shall attend a
performance of Zwiegespräch composed by
father and son. They continue to work on this
piece so that there is not a single note that has
remained identical since the creation of the
piece as their dialogue continues to evolve.

György Kurtág Jr

Three generations of Kurtág at work.
We follow a genius during the process of
composing and experience the surroundings
in which the composer creates and exchanges
ideas with his family.

directed by Maryline Charrier
produced by Senso Films
running time 56' Shot in HD
Poorhouse also distributes an evening of
Játékok recorded at Cité de la musique in Paris
and released for Home Video by ECM

Márta, György & Judit
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Iván Fischer
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Concerts for Television
The Budapest Festival Orchestra was
formed in 1983 by Iván Fischer and Zoltán
Kocsis with musicians “drawn from the cream
of Hungary's young players”, as The Times put it.
Its aim was to make the orchestra's concerts
into significant events in Hungary's musical
life and to give Budapest a new symphony
orchestra of international standing. Some thirty
years later the orchestra is still headed by Iván
Fischer and now belongs to the world's 20
best orchestras, touring worldwide, organizing
children's concerts and open dress rehearsals
with Fischer introducing the works being
performed.
With an orchestra of this standing an allBeethoven evening takes on a special meaning.
Iván Fischer interprets Beethoven's Symphony
No. 1, op 21 and Symphony No. 5, op 67. They
frame a performance of the composer's Piano
Concerto No. 4, op 58 with Richard Goode
as soloist. Goode was a student of Rudolf
Serkin and Mieczyslaw Horszowski at the
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia and
won a Grammy for the Brahms Sonatas for
Clarinet and Piano with Richard Stoltzman.
As the New York Times put it “it is virtually
impossible to walk away from one of Mr. Goode's
recitals without the sense of having gained some
new insight, subtle or otherwise, into the works
he played or about pianism itself”. Iván Fischer
released all five Beethoven Concertos with the
BFO and Goode on Nonesuch.

The Orchestre National de Lyon goes from
strength to strength under its leadership of
Leonard Slatkin. Not only does it frequently
tour but also surprises with interesting
and surprising programming such as Aaron
Copland's Billy the Kid Suite followed by
George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue with
Khatia Buniatishvili as soloist, who recently won
an Echo Klassik Award for her Kaleidoscope
album. The programme ends with the
Symphonie fantastique by Hector Berlioz.

Richard Goode

directed by Sébastian Glas
produced by LGM
running time 99' Shot in HD

directed by Christian Leblé
produced by LGM
running time with a Goode encore of
Bach's Partita BWV 825 99' Shot in HD
Katia Buniatishvili
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El Baille

El Baille

DANCE FOR

TELEViSiON
Biophony

Biophony & Sand

William Forsythe once said "Alonzo King is
one of the few, true Ballet Masters of our times.
His intimacy with Ballet's multiple histories has
made his choreography rich with the complex
refractions that demonstrate a full command of
the art's intricacies”. LGM has benefited from
Alonzo King LINES Ballet's recent European
tour to record Biophony & Sand. Collaborating
with noted composers, musicians and visual
artists from around the world, Alonzo King
creates works that draw on a diverse set
of deeply rooted cultural traditions imbuing
classical ballet with his expressive potential.
Alonzo King understands ballet as a science founded on universal, geometrical principles
of energy and evolution - and continues to
develop a new language of movement from its
classical forms and techniques. Biophony unfolds
to a soundscape by Bernie Krause and Richard
Blackford while Sand has music by Jason Moran
(piano) and Charles Lloyd (Saxophone).

directed by Denis Caïozzi
produced by LGM
running time 85' Shot in HD
or Biophony 38' and Sand 43'
Sand
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The Miraculous Mandarin &
The Wooden Prince

The Budapest Festival Orchestra and Iván
Fischer devoted an all-Bartók programme to
The Miraculous Mandarin and The Wooden
Prince. The latter ballet, based on a scenario
by Béla Balázs, had its successful première
at the Budapest Opera in 1917 and kindled
new interest in the earlier opera Bluebeard´s
Castle, equally based on a work by Béla Balázs.
The pantomime The Miraculous Mandarin,
based on a story by Melchior Lengyel, was
first performed in Cologne in 1926 and
caused a scandal because of its violence and
eroticism. The then mayor, Konrad Adenauer,
had it banned after the first performance.
Choreographer Krisztián Gergye provided the
staging for this unforgettable evening. Having
studied Indonesian dance before he created
his own company, he is exploring opportunities
to transcend artistic genres. He has staged
dance concerts and contemporary dance and
worked in opera performances and concerts
as a choreographer. His performances explore
and push the boundaries of genres and are
characterized by the fascinating interplay of
music, physical presence and visualization
without any repetition or imitation.

El Baille

French choreographer, Mathilde Monnier,
and Alan Pauls, Argentinian writer, critic and
screenwriter, best known for his novel “The
Past”, were inspired by a cult performance
of the 80s, Le Bal, by Jean-Claude Penchenat
and the Theatre Company Campagnol, turned
into a film by Ettore Scola. In this spectacle
Penchenat attempted to spell out the history
of France through dances and chansons.
Mathilde Monnier & Alan Pauls situate their
take on Le Bal in the period of the 70s until
today in Argentina. Inspired by Pina Bausch
they cover anything from tango to samba,
from salsa to football. Television Director
Axelle Poisson witnesses the origins of this
new spectacle in Argentina and records the
performance.

directed by Axelle Poisson
produced by LGM
running time 80' Shot in HD
El Baille

directed by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM
running time 94' Shot in HD
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BRiAN LARGE
50 YEARS iN TELEViSiON

I don't know any other television director
specializing in classical music who has more
than 700 recordings to his credit. Brian Large
joined the BBC in 1965 before embarking on
a world career when he went independent
in 1980. David Attenborough, the controller
of fledgling BBC2 recalls: “We were all young
and we were all trying new things and there
wasn't a question of getting anybody who was
experienced in opera production because there
weren't any, and getting Brian was a major step
of course. It led to a very distinguished career
in television music.” Brian himself remembers:
“My first live concert with the BBC was to be
of Stravinsky conducting his own Firebird at
the Royal Festival Hall with the Philharmonia
Orchestra. I was scared stiff. I had never done
a live concert before in my life and I had never
done a television version of this piece.” Fifty years
later there is probably not a single score of the
current repertoire and beyond which Brian has
not done at least once.
I myself have had the pleasure of working
with him in London, Lyon, Munich, Paris,
Brian Large and team in the OB van
recording La Traviata

Salzburg, San Francisco, St. Petersburg and
Vienna. When Pavarotti called me pleading for
a recording of his La Bohème in San Francisco
with Mirella Freni, I immediately turned to
Brian who has the great gift of making artists
look good. And at the re-opening of the
Châtelet Musical Theatre in Paris he managed
Orphée and Alceste in complex stagings by Bob
Wilson on subsequent days.
He deservedly has been given the EBU and
IMZ Lifetime Achievement Award and was
made an Honorary Member of the IMZ at
Golden Prague.
Dear Brian, keep going “ad multos annos!”
Reiner Moritz

Philippe Jordan

ARTUR RUBiNSTEiN
PLAYiNG FROM THE
HEART

Artur Rubinstein, one of the great
pianists of the 20th century died 35 years
ago. A welcome moment to remember Eva
Rubinstein's and Marie-Claire Margossian's
film re-uniting for the first time Rubinstein's
family. Mentored by Joseph Joachim, who had
been associated with Mendelssohn, Schumann
and Brahms, Rubinstein got first- hand
knowledge of giants of 19th century music
and is considered by many to be the best
interpreter of Chopin's music. In an interview
with the famous NY Times critic Harold C.
Schonberg, Rubinstein once said: “On stage I
will take a chance.There has to be an element
of daring in great music making.These young
ones, they are too cautious.They take the music
out of their pockets instead out of their hearts”.
Running Time 52 Minutes

GLENN MURCUTT
SPiRiT OF PLACE

PRESS

READY FOR DELiVERY

While the Wiener Staatsoper has
confirmed Philippe Jordan as its next Musical
Director, the Neue Zürcher Zeitung published
a review of the DVD box with Jordan and the
Orchestra of the Opéra National de Paris’
Complete Beethoven Symphonies, which was
released by Arthaus Musik earlier this year and
includes Reiner Moritz’ documentary about the
conductor:
"In dem 53-minütigen Filmporträt (...) präsentiert
sich Jordan als souveräner Gesprächspartner,
der die Anforderungen des Dirigentenberufs mit
analytischer Genauigkeit zur Sprache bringt. (...)
Die Live-Aufzeichnungen liegen zusammen mit
dem Porträtfilm in einer Box mit vier DVD vor. Sie
vermitteln ein authentisches Bild des Dirigenten,
zumal ihn Kameraführung und Schnitt ins beste
Licht rücken. Die Körpersprache signalisiert in
jedem Moment Souveränität, auch dank dem
Umstand, dass er auswendig dirigiert und so mit
dem hervorragend einstudierten Orchester frei
kommunizieren kann.“ Max Nyffeler
We are proud that Einstein on the Beach has
received the Prix de la Critique 2016-2017,
catégorie Meilleure diffusion audiovisuelle! The
DVD was released by Opus Arte in October
2016.
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The Mosque for the Newport Islamic Community
in Melbourne

Catherine Hunter's documentary about
Pritzker Prize winner Glenn Murcutt is
currently being updated for a second run on
ABC. The Mosque for the Newport Islamic
Community in Melbourne, financed by the
Community itself and behind schedule in the
film’s first cut, will be finished and we shall
see how a modern sacred building has been
finally accepted by a community that needed
to be convinced by the design and Murcutt's
commitment to the project.
Final Running Time 59'
There will also be a shorter version of 52'
You can watch the trailer here:
https://vimeo.com/231484454

Glenn Murcutt - Spirit of Place, updated edit 59’, 52'
Hollywood, No Sex Please! 58’
Pierre Boulez - A Life for Music 58’
Bill Viola - The Road to St Paul’s 58’
Philip King - Sculpting in Colour 58’
Hearing is Believing 58’
Who has Stolen the Boléro 52’

MIPCOM

During MIP COM Dr. Reiner Moritz and
Heike Connolly will be at the Creative Europe
Stand P4.B1 Tel. +33 (0)4 9299 8596 or at the
apartment: Armenonville - Entry 5, 6th floor
9 Rond Point Duboys d'Angers
06400 Cannes, Tel : +33 (0)4 83 44 08 91
Heike mobile: +44 (0)7720 060102

58 Broadwick Street
London W1F 7AL
telephone: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
www.poorhouseintl.co.uk
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